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Item 01

Change Request #282R1-JDC
Costs associated with additional disposal costs due to soil
characterization.

Item 02

Change Request #298-JDC
$ (44,400.00)
Credit associated with unused funds from Rubble & Boulders
subcontract allowance.
____________
TOTAL

$

$

365,306.80

320,906.80

After about 6 months of going back and forth between Shawmut, the Design Team and the
Town of Brookline, Shawmut has submitted the above negotiated additional disposal costs
due to soil characterization.
CR #282R1 - This change request deals strictly with the differential in soil
characterization costs from what was originally identified in the contract
documents and the actual disposal volumes.
CR #298

- Unused portion of a $50,000 allowance for the removal of Rubble and
Boulders.

In addition to the above a Construction Contingency Draw (CD #140R1) has been approved
for the amount of $267,475.25. The actual tonnage removed from the project for disposal
exceeded the tonnage included in the sitework subcontract. These quantities were disposed
of as “unregulated” at a unit price of $13.20.
As part of the negotiations, Shawmut had attached an “AGREEMENT” to this CO #26. I have
attached a revised version of this “AGREEMENT” that was submitted to Shawmut which
now releases the Town of Brookline and HMFH and its consultants from any liability or claim
for payment arising from work performed by J. Derenzo Company on this project.
The Design Team has reviewed and recommend approval of this Change Order #26.
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